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Amazon Renewed Apple EarPods in-Ear Earbuds with Mic and Remote Earbud

Specifications

BRAND: Obbug
EAR PLACEMENT: In Ear
COLOR: Pink
CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY: Wireless, Bluetooth 5.1
FORM FACTOR: In Ear
PLAYING TIME: 4-6 hours for music
STANDBY TIME: 120 hour
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CHARGING TIME: 1-2 hours
CHARGING INPUT: DC 5V
TRANSMISSION DISTANCE: 33 ft
WEIGHT: 3g*2
CHARGING CASE: 600MAH
WATERPROOF: IPX8
COMPATIBILITY: iPhone 12/X/7/8/8 Plus Series, iPad 2/3/4/Air/Pro Series, Samsung Galaxy S7/S8/S9,
Galaxy Note Series, iPod Nano Series, Laptop & tablets and another Smartphones LG/SONY/HTC etc.

Introduction

The in-ear headphones are designed to fit comfortably in each ear. It comes with ear tips in three different sizes.
Both the tiniest and largest ear holes can be comfortably accommodated by the. Say good-bye to tangled corded
earbuds and hello to freedom of motion! The most cutting-edge Bluetooth 5.1 technology is used by these truly
wireless earbuds to provide you with the greatest audio quality. Simple and immediate pairing, auto-reconnect,
increased connection stability, and improved battery efficiency are among the features offered so that calling or
listening to music within 12 metres won’t be interrupted. Using the most recent wireless pairing technology, you may
effortlessly switch between stereo and mono modes. If you place one of the earbuds back into the case for our
wireless earphones, you won’t need to reconnect them to your phone and click again to start playing music.

Widely Suitable, including the iPhone 12/X/7/8/8 Plus Series, iPad 2/3/4/Air/Pro Series, Samsung Galaxy S7/S8/S9,
Galaxy Note Series, iPod Nano Series, laptops, tablets, and other Smartphones from LG, Sony, and HTC, among
others. Please make sure the pairing and electricity are successful if the earplugs are not working. For others, kindly
contact customer service, which is available for you 24 hours after the sale. These IPX8-rated, water-resistant
wireless in-ear earbuds come with a charging case. Sweat as much as you want without worrying about heavy rain
or spilt drink. While you are jogging or running, the genuine wireless earpiece won’t fall out.

HOW TO SETUP

Pull down the phone’s top shade on an Android device, then long-press the Bluetooth icon. It will immediately take
you to the Bluetooth menu, where you may enable it and then start looking for devices. To link a pair of headphones,
tap their name.

HOW TO FIX BLUETOOTH PAIRING PROBLEMS

Restart Bluetooth after turning it off. Learn how to activate and deactivate Bluetooth.
Verify that your gadgets are connected and linked. Discover Bluetooth pairing and connection techniques.
Restart your electronics. Find out how to restart your Pixel or Nexus phone.

HOW TO RESET BLUETOOTH

The first step is to select the Advanced drop-down menu under Settings -> System. 2: Choose Reset settings and
then click Reset Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and Mobile. 3: When prompted, enter the PIN for your phone by tapping the Reset
settings option below.

HOW TO USE

The in-ear headphones have a button surface and a sleek, premium minimalist appearance.
Press MFB for three seconds to turn on (Blue Light Flashing, Please Release your hand)
Press MFB for 5 seconds with the power off. (NOTE: To turn off while in standby mode there is an operational
state, press MFB for 5 seconds.)
Siri call: Press MFB three times to activate Siri. Siri is finished; press MFB Twice
Calls (Answer/End): Dial the number and press MFB once. Calls (Reject): Dial MFB twice.
Press MFB once to play or pause music; twice to skip between songs; left to go back and right to go forward;
and MFB once to change the volume; left to go down and right to go up.

Frequently Asked Questions



How can I tell if my headphones have enough juice?

It often has a red charging indicator light. The battery is fully charged when the light goes off, indicating. You must
learn how to charge a Bluetooth headset properly, that is, just when the battery is running low, if you want to get the
most life out of it.

Why won’t my phone and Bluetooth headphones pair?

If your Bluetooth devices aren’t connecting, they probably aren’t in pairing mode or are out of range. Try rebooting
your devices or letting your phone or tablet “forget” the connection if you’re experiencing persistent Bluetooth
connection issues.

How can I find out how much battery life my Bluetooth headset has left?

Android smartphone First, attach a Bluetooth device to your Android phone and pair it. 2. Launch the Settings
application and select “Connect Devices.” Step 3: Tap on “Bluetooth” rather than the switch next to it to view a
complete list of all connected devices and their battery levels.

What is the Bluetooth pairing passcode?

When partnering with another Bluetooth® device, use the code 0000. Depending on the Bluetooth device being used,
the passcode may display as Pass key, PIN code, PIN number, or Password.

Why aren’t my earbuds working with my phone?

Tap Connected devices > Connection options > Bluetooth after opening Settings. Unpair any Bluetooth audio devices
that are already paired with your phone or turn the Bluetooth switch to Off. To test whether your headphones are
functional, plug them into the audio jack and play something.

Why won’t my phone and headphones pair?

Examine your headphones’ connector, cable, remote, and earbuds for wear or breakage. Check each earbud for
debris on the meshes. Use a small, clean, dry brush with soft bristles to carefully brush debris out of all apertures.
Reconnect your headphones firmly.

Why won’t my Bluetooth activate?

Verify that aeroplane mode is not engaged: Select Settings > Network & Internet > Airplane mode after choosing
Start. Ensure that Airplane mode is off. Change the Bluetooth’s status: Select Settings > Devices > Bluetooth & other
devices from the Start menu. Turn Bluetooth off, wait a short while, then restart it.

Why won’t my wireless earbuds switch on?

If the headphones’ power won’t turn on, the battery might not be installed properly or could need to be changed. To
fix this problem, make sure you look through the following things. Important: Consult the product’s instructions if you
require model-specific details to accomplish any of the tasks.

My earbuds have a button. What does it do?

This indicates that the item has a microphone integrated into the wire of the headphones, enabling you to utilize voice
commands or answer calls from your smartphone without taking off your headphones.

Why don’t the buttons on my headphones work?

Checking for dust and debris on the volume buttons is the simplest remedy you can try. If there is dust, you can get
rid of it with rubbing alcohol, a q-tip, or a vacuum nozzle. Because the buttons are quite delicate, if you find any dirt
there, carefully brush it away.
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